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Secure  
Networking  
Platforms

The genie is out of the bottle.

Massive Firewall and Routing Throughput. 
Orchestration Management. Collapsed Cost.

All through open-sourced based software on 
commodity hardware.



Ultra High Performance Secure Networking

Enterprise and Carrier Class traffic throughput and 

orchestration management 

• The full power of next gen firewall and routing functionality 

with greater scalability, orchestration management

• Integrated enterprise-class support available 24x7x365

• Fraction of the cost of expensive, proprietary alternatives

• Ideal for the ultra-high performance and sophisticated 

management needs of large enterprises and service providers

High Performance Secure Networking

SMB to Mid-Enterprise traffic throughput with 

orchestration or Web GUI management

 • Leverages the technology advancements inherent to TNSR

• Adapted to reduced throughput needs, and support for a 

variety of OS’s

• Ideal for SOHO users, businesses, government and 

educational institutions needing the assurance of a 

commercially-supported solution at a fraction of the cost of 

proprietary alternatives

 

Entry Performance Secure Networking

SOHO to SMB entry-level performance and 

manageability

• World’s leading open-source firewall, VPN, router solution

• Over 1 million active global installations

• Free premises use for consumers and small businesses 

looking for entry level security features

The market is changing:

• Software is eating the world

• IT is moving to the cloud

• IoT device count is exploding

• Robots and APIs enable ‘turn-on-a-
dime’ infrastructure management

• Security is moving to the edges

• Networking is becoming a virtual utility

‘While firewall 
and routing feature 
functionality is mature, 
high-performance delivery 
and manageability is due 
for wholesale change.’

Secure network complexity and costs 
“disappear”.  User and application 
demands are met instantly, like power or 
water:

• Massive bandwidth

• Exactly when and where needed

• Fast to provision

• Inexpensive to delivery

• Effectively secured

But, network boundaries will remain.  
Whether physical or virtual.  And where 
there are boundaries – firewall, VPN, and 
routing functionality will still be required.

While firewall and routing features are 
mature, throughput and manageability are 
due for wholesale change.

Netgate addresses the three pillars 
of secure networking as a utility:

• Massive firewall & routing scalability

• Instantaneous network adaptation

• Collapsed capital and operating costs

Netgate’s open source-based secure 
networking platforms provide the utility 

freedom today’s business, government, 
and educational institutions need:

• Freedom to scale. No more kernel-
based performance limitations.

• Freedom to handle any application 
need. No nagging packet size or 
encryption limits.

• Freedom to automate manageability. 
API ready for orchestration 
management solutions. 

• Freedom to slash CapEx and OpEx.   
No more vendor lock-in h/w, or hidden 
s/w fees.

‘Netgate’s open source-
based secure networking 
platforms provide the 
utility freedom today’s 
businesses, government 
agencies, and educational 
institutions need.’

Freedom to focus on your business.  
Secure networking is now a utility. 
Productized, tested and supported by 
Netgate.

The IT world is changing.  Netgate’s open-
source based secure networking platforms 
enable the future to happen now.

The world of IT networking  
and security are going  
through a transformation.


